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Abstract
Given a random sample of points from some unknown density, we propose a
data-driven method for estimating density level sets under the r´convexity
assumption. This shape condition generalizes the convexity property. How-
ever, the main problem in practice is that r is an unknown geometric charac-
teristic of the set related to its curvature. A stochastic algorithm is proposed
for selecting its optimal value from the data. The resulting reconstruction
of the level set is able to achieve minimax rates for Hausdorff metric and
distance in measure, up to log factors, uniformly on the level of the set.
Keywords: Nonparametric density level set estimation, r´convexity,
smoothing parameter
1. Introduction
Given a random sample of points Xn from a density f , level set estimation
theory deals with the problem of reconstructing, for a given level t ą 0, the
unknown set
Gptq “ tx P Rd : fpxq ě tu. (1)
Many applications have emerged in different scientific fields since the con-
cept of population clusters was introduced. Clusters are defined as the con-
nected components of density level sets, see [22], [13] or [40]. This definition
depends on the user-specified level. For adressing this issue, an algorithm
for estimating the smallest level at which there are more than one connected
components in [48]. Furthermore, the notions of clustering and mode are
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intimately related, see [12]. An interesting application of this clustering ap-
proach to the astronomy was proposed in [27]. From a similar point of view,
methods for visualizing multivariate density estimates were introduced in
[28] and [29]. In addition, level set estimation was used in the context of the
Hough transform, see [20]. In [41], level sets were reconstructed for analyzing
the difference between two probability densities in the field of flow cytome-
try. The detection of mine fields based on aerial observations, the analysis of
seismic data, as well as certain issues in image segmentation involve level set
estimation, see [25]. The detection of outliers is another key application, see
[18] or [33] for a review. An outlier can be thought of as an observation that
does not belong to the effective support of the distribution. This one can be
represented using a level set that looks like the support without including
those areas that are almost empty from the probabilistic point of view. This
scheme follows that of [15] to determine whether a manufacturing process is
out of control. For more quality control approaches, see [6] and [5].
Figure 1: Level sets for the distribution of 322 cases diagnosed of leukaemia on the North
West of England with τ “ 0.05 (right), τ “ 0.5 (center) and τ “ 0.95 (left).
Just as quality control case, the areas of the distribution support where
f is close to zero are usually of lesser interest for many practical purposes
since the probability of finding points there is extremely low. However, the
value of level t in (1) is unknown if the level set Gptq must satisfy a fixed
probability content. Therefore, an alternative definition for density level sets
is considered next. Given τ P p0, 1q, it is defined
Lpτq “ tx P Rd : fpxq ě fτu (2)
where
fτ “ sup
"
y P p0,8q :
ż
Rd
fptqItfptqěyu ě 1´ τ
*
. (3)
Therefore, Lpτq can be written as Gpfτ q. According to equation (3), fτ
denotes the largest threshold such that the level set Lpτq has a probability
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greater than or equal to 1 ´ τ with respect to the distribution induced by
f . Therefore, for values of τ close to one, the level set Lpτq represents the
domain concentrated around the greatest mode. However, if τ is close to zero
then it represents the substancial support of the density f .
Figure 1 contains the residential coordinates for 322 cases diagnosed of
chronic granulocytic leukemia in the North West of England between 1982
up to 1998 (inclusive), see [24] and [16] for details on data set. In addition,
contours of level sets have been represented for different values of τ . They
can be used for analyzing the existence of spatial clustering of leukaemia.
There exist three different nonparametric methodologies for estimating
density levels sets in literature: plug-in, excess mass and hybrid methods.
For a Bayesian point of view, see [19]. Next, they are detailed briefly:
The plug-in estimation is the most natural choice to estimate Lpτq when
no geometric information about the level set is available. It based on re-
placing f by a nonparametric estimator for the density fn in (2). Given
Xn “ tX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnu, the kernel density estimator at point x is defined as
fnpxq “
1
nhd
nÿ
i“1
K
ˆ
x´Xi
h
˙
, (4)
where h is a bandwidth and K, a kernel function. The estimator defined in
(4) is heavily dependent on h, see [9]. Thus, this group of methods proposes
Lˆpτq “ tfn ě fˆτu as an estimator of Lpτq, where fˆτ denotes an estimator of
the threshold fτ , see [7], [26] and [8]. The plug-in methodology is the most
common approach, and has received considerable attention in the literature,
e.g., [49], [4], [34], [39], [31], [38] or [10]. However, one practical problem of
the plug-in methodology is the choice of matrix h. Unlike density estimation,
the level set estimation has been considered in literature from many points
of view but, in general, without deepening in methods for selecting h. In
fact, this problem was first considered by [5] in the context of nonparametric
statistical quality control. A plug-in procedure that is based on an empirical
density estimator, the regular histogram, was presented in [47]. Later, an
automatic bandwidth selection rule to estimate density level sets but only in
the one-dimensional case was derived in [45].
The excess mass estimation assumes that the researcher has information a
priori about the shape of the level set Gptq. This approach was first proposed
by [23] and [36]. See [21] too. Some previous contributions can be seen in [11]
and [17]. Then, [37] extended and investigated it in a very general framework
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and [35] proposed an efficient algorithm for estimating one-dimensional sets
by assuming that the theoretical level set can be written as a finite union
of M closed intervals assuming that M is known a priori. These algorithms
assume that Gptq maximizes the functional
HtpBq “ PpBq ´ tµpBq,
on the Borel sets B where P denotes the probability measure induced by f and
µ, the Lebesgue measure. Furthermore, Ht can be estimated empirically. So,
if Gptq is assumed to belong to a family of sets then it could be reconstructed
by maximizing the empirical version of the previous functional on the family
considered. Consequently, unlike the plug-in approximation, excess mass
methods do not need to smooth the sample Xn and, in addition, they impose
geometric restrictions on the estimators. These methods were not designed
for estimating the level set Lpτq but they can be adapted easily, see [44].
The last methodology is a hybrid of the two previous ones. Just as the
excess mass methods, the hybrid methodology assumes some shape restric-
tions on the class of sets considered and, like the plug-in methods, it needs
to smooth the data set. In [50], it is proposed the granulometric smoothing
method to reconstruct level sets Lpτq assuming that Lpτq and the closure of
its complement Lpτqc are both r´convex.
This latter shape restriction generalizes the convexity property, see [51].
A closed set A Ă Rd is said to be r´convex, for some r ą 0, if A “ CrpAq,
where
CrpAq “
č
tBrpxq:BrpxqXA“Hu
pBrpxqq
c
denotes the r´convex hull of A and Brpxq, the open ball with center x and
radius r. In Figure 2, CrpAq is shown for different values of r when A is a
uniform sample on a circular ring. Note that the boundary of the r´convex
hull is formed by arcs of balls of radius r (besides possible isolated sample
points). If A is r´convex, it is easy to prove that A is also r˚´convex for
all 0 ă r˚ ď r. Furthermore, it can be seen that Cr˚pAq Ă CrpAq for all
0 ă r˚ ď r. See [50] and [42] for more details on r´convexity.
In addition, if A and Ac are both r´convex, it is verified that the reach of
the boundary of A is bigger than r, see [3]. The reach rM of a manifold M is
an important geometric characteristic that corresponds to the largest number
such that any point at distance less than rM from M has an unique nearest
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point on M. Its estimation plays an interesting role in manifold reconstruc-
tion, homological inference, volume estimation or manifold clustering. See
[1] for motivation and references.
The r´convex hull is also closely related to the closing of A by Brp0q
from the mathematical morphology, see [46]. It can be shown that
CrpAq “ pA‘ rBq a rB,
where B “ B1p0q, λC “ tλc : c P Cu, C ‘D “ tc ` d : c P C, d P Du and
C aD “ tx P Rd : txu ‘D Ă Cu, for λ P R and sets C and D.
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Figure 2: A denotes a uniform sample on the circular ring B0.4rp0, 0qszB0.2rp0, 0qs. CrpAq
is shown for r equal to 0.025 (right), 0.15 (center) and 0.25 (left).
If a density level set is assumed to be r´convex and the subset X fn of
Xn inside the level set was known, the most natural estimator would be
the r´convex hull of X fn . However, in practice, the set X
f
n is unknown
and available results in literature do not give any criterion for selecting the
smoothing parameter r from Xn. The aim of this paper is to overcome
these two drawbacks for proposing a fully data-driven level set estimator. A
consistent estimator of the parameter r will be proposed and a subset of Xn
contained, with probability one, in the level set will be determinated. We
will show that the proposed method is optimal in the minimax sense.
Two metrics between sets are considered in order to assess the perfor-
mance of a level set estimator. Let A and C be two closed, bounded,
nonempty subsets of Rd. The Hausdorff distance between A and C is de-
fined by
dHpA,Cq “ max
"
sup
aPA
dpa, Cq, sup
cPC
dpc, Aq
*
,
where dpa, Cq “ inft}a´ c} : c P Cu and } } denotes the Euclidean norm. On
the other hand, if A and C are two bounded and Borel sets then the distance
in measure between A and C is defined by dµpA,Cq “ µpA△Cq, where △
denotes the symmetric difference, that is, A△C “ pAzCq Y pCzAq.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the estimator of the
parameter r is formally defined. Uniform consistency on level t for the pa-
rameter estimator is established in Section 3. In addition, it is shown that
the resulting level set estimator is able to achieve minimax rates for Haus-
dorff metric and distance in measure, up to log factors, in most cases where
the minimax rates are known, see [32]. Unlike method proposed in [50], these
rates do not depend on any penalty term where r is not estimated from Xn.
The numerical questions involving the practical application of the algorithm
are analyzed in Section 4. Furthermore, an illustration using a real data
set is shown. In Section 5, conclusions were established. Finally, proofs are
deferred to Section 6.
Supplementary material is contained in two appendices. In Appendix A,
some theoretical results in [50] are summarized. They will be used in many
proofs. Appendix B contains the proofs of some auxiliary results that will
allow to get general consistency results.
2. Selection of the optimal smoothing parameter
The problem of reconstructing a r´convex density level set using a data-
driven procedure can be solved if the smoothing parameter r is estimated
from the random sample Xn. The first step is to determine precisely the
optimal value of r to be estimated. We propose to estimate the highest value
of r which verifies that Gptq is r´convex. Of course, this value depends on
the level t
Definition 2.1. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty, nonconvex and r´convex
level set for some r ą 0. It is defined
r0ptq “ suptγ ą 0 : CγpGptqq “ Gptqu. (5)
For simplicity in the exposition, it is assumed that Gptq is not convex. Of
course, if Gptq is convex, r0ptq would be infinity. Therefore, the convex hull
could be used to estimate Gptq intead of the r´convex hull. In addition, it
can be proved that, under a mild regularity condition, the supreme estab-
lished in (5) is a maximum, that is, Gptq is also r0ptq´convex. The regularity
property we need to establish the consistency results is slightly stronger than
r´convexity:
(Rrλ) A closed ball of radius λ ą 0 rolls freely in Gptq (inside) and a closed
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ball of radius r ą 0 rolls freely in Gptqc (outside).
Following [50] and [51], a closed ball of radius γ ą 0 rolls freely in a
closed set A if for each boundary point b P BA there exists x P Rd such that
b P Bγrxs Ă A where Bγrxs denotes the closed ball of radius γ centering
at x. Under (Rrλ), we can justify the optimality of r0ptq, see (5). It is
clear that Gptq is r´convex for r ď r0ptq but if r ă r0ptq, CrpX
f
n q is a non
admisible estimator since it is always outperformed by Cr0ptqpX
f
n q. Then, if
r ď r0ptq it is verified that, with probability one, CrpX
f
n q Ă Cr0ptqpX
f
n q Ă Gptq
and hence, dµpCr0ptqpX
f
n q, Gptqq ď dµpCrpX
f
n q, Gptqq (the same holds for the
Hausdorff distance). It should also noted that, for r ą r0ptq, CrpX
f
n q would
considerably overestimate Gptq.
In addition, satisfying the shape condition (Rrλ) is a quite natural general
property for level sets of densities. In fact, Theorem 2 in [50] proved that,
under some assumptions on the density f , its level sets satisfy (Rrλ) for r “
λ “ m{k. Then, according to Theorem 2 in [50], the following assumptions
are considered on f :
A. 1. The threshold t of Gptq belongs to rl, us with ´8 ă l ď u ă
suppfq ă 8.
2. f P CppUq, p ě 1 where U is a bounded open set containing
Gpl ´ ζqz IntpGpu`ζqq for some ζ ą 0 where Gpu`ζq is bounded.
3. The gradient of f , ∇f , satisfies |∇f | ě m ą 0 as well as Lipschitz
condition on U :
|∇fpxq ´∇fpyq| ď k|x´ y| for x, y P U.
Under (A), it is verified that r0ptq ě m{k. In addition, sets fulfilling con-
dition (Rrλ) have a number of desirable properties which make them easier to
handle. In particular, it can be seen that condition (Rrλ) implies r´convexity.
More generally, it can be proved that, under the condition (Rrλ), the r-rolling
condition implies the r´convexity. It should be noted that this is not true in
general, see [14], but this implication holds for the smooth sets which satisfy
(Rrλ).
The estimator for the optimal parameter defined in (5) depends on a
sequence Dn satisfying the assumption:
D. Dn is equal to Mplog n{nq
p{pd`2pq for a big enough value of the constant
M ą 0.
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Definition 2.2. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A) and (D), let Xn be a random sample generated from
a distribution with density function f . An estimator for the parameter es-
tablished in Definition 2.1 can be defined as
rˆ0ptq “ suptγ ą 0 : CγpX
`
n ptqq X X
´
n ptq “ Hu, (6)
where
X`n ptq “ tX P Xn : fnpXq ě t`Dnu and X
´
n ptq “ tX P Xn : fnpXq ă t´Dnu.
The original sample Xn is divided into three subsamples, X
`
n ptq, X
´
n ptq
and Xnz pX
`
n ptq Y X
´
n ptqq. From an intuitive point of view, X
`
n ptq and X
´
n ptq
should be contained in Gptq and its complementary, respectively. This prop-
erty is proved in Proposition 2.3. In addition, Proposition 2.4 ensures that
X`n ptq ‰ H. If Gptq is nonconvex then it can be seen that, with probability
one and for n large enough, the set tγ ą 0 : CγpX
`
n ptqq X X
´
n ptq “ Hu is
nonempty and upper bounded. So, the estimator proposed in (6) is well-
defined. In order to guarantee that the estimator satisfies these interesting
and natural properties, two conditions on the kernel estimator fn of f must
be considered, see again [50] for more details:
K. 1. The kernel function K is a continuous kernel of order at least p
with bounded support and finite variation.
2. The bandwidth h is of the order plog n{nq1{pd`2pq.
Proposition 2.3. Let Gptq be a compact and nonempty level set. Under
assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample generated by the
density function f and let X`n ptq and X
´
n ptq be as established in Definition
2.2. Then,
P
`
X`n ptq Ă Gptq, X
´
n ptq Ă Gptq
c, @t P rl, us, eventually
˘
“ 1.
Proposition 2.4 uniformly bounds the distance between Gptq and X`n ptq
guaranteeing, in addition, that the set X`n ptq is nonempty with probability
one and for n large enough.
Proposition 2.4. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample generated
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by the density function f and let X`n ptq be as established in Definition 2.2.
Then, for all ǫ ą 0 it is verified that
P
˜
sup
tPrl,us
sup
xPGptq
dpx,X`n ptqq ď ǫ, eventually
¸
“ 1.
Corollary 2.5 shows, in particular, that X`n ptq is a consistent estimator
for Gptq in Hausdorff distance uniformly in t. In this point, it is important
to remember a similar property for the support S of the density f . The set
of sample points Xn is a Hausdorff consistent estimator for S too.
Corollary 2.5. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample generated
by the density function f and let X`n ptq be as established in Definition 2.2.
Then, for all ǫ ą 0 it is verified that
P
˜
sup
tPrl,us
dHpGptq,X
`
n ptqq ď ǫ, eventually
¸
“ 1.
3. Consistency results
The consistency of the estimator for the smoothing parameter and the
resulting estimator for density level sets are established in Sections 3.1 and
3.2, respectively.
3.1. Consistency of the estimator for the smoothing parameter
In this section, the consistency for the estimator proposed in (6) will be
established in Theorem 3.1. It is proved the uniform convergence in t P rl, us
for the estimator proposed for the parameter r0ptq.
Theorem 3.1. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let r0ptq and rˆ0ptq be as established in
Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Then, for any ǫ ą 0,
P
˜
sup
tPrl,us
|rˆ0ptq ´ r0ptq| ď ǫ, eventually
¸
“ 1. (7)
Theorem 3.1 establishes the uniform consistency for rˆ0ptq. The shape pa-
rameter r0ptq is a lower bound for the reach under mild geometric restrictions
on Gptq. This problem has been recently considered for a manifold, see [1],
for references and examples.
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3.2. Consistency of the resulting estimator for density level sets
Once the consistency for the estimator of the smoothing parameter r0ptq
defined in (5) was studied, it would be natural to consider Crˆ0ptqpX
`
n ptqq as
an estimator for the level set Gptq. However, the consistency can not be
guaranteed in this case at least in general. We will propose CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq
as the estimator of the level set Gptq where rnptq “ νrˆ0ptq for a fixed value
ν P p0, 1q. This reconstruction of the theoretical level set presents interesting
properties. Unlike plug-in estimators, the boundary of CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq is easy
to handle since it is formed by arcs of balls of radius rnptq. Furthermore,
CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq is uniformly consistent estimator in t P rl, us. The convergence
rates are provided in Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.2. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample generated
from a distribution with density function f , let X`n ptq be as established in
Definition 2.2 and let rnptq “ νrˆ0ptq where ν P p0, 1q is a fixed number and
rˆ0ptq, defined in (6). Then,
sup
tPrl,us
dHpCrnptqpX
`
n ptqq, Gptqq “ O
˜
max
#ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq
,
ˆ
log n
n
˙ 2
d`1
+¸
,
almost surely. The same convergence order holds for dµpCrnptqpX
`
n ptqq, Gptqq.
According to Theorem 3.2, the new method proposed achieves minimax
rates for Hausdorff metric and distance in measure, up to log factors, in
most cases where the minimax rates are known, see [32]. Unlike granulo-
metric smoothing method, when the smoothing parameter is unknown, the
convergence rates do not incur a penalty term, see Theorem 3 in [50]. The
rates obtained in Theorem 3.2 do no depend on any penalty term although
r0ptq is a priori unknown and it is estimated in a data-driven way from Xn.
Next, the estimation of the level set Lpτq defined in (2) will be considered.
Theorem 3.3 also establishes the previous convergence rates for the estimator
Crnpfˆτ qpX
`
n pfˆτ qq where fˆτ “ maxtt ą 0 : PnpCrnptqpX
`
n ptqqq ě 1 ´ τu and Pn
denotes the empirical probability measure induced by Xn.
Theorem 3.3. Let Lpτq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample generated
from a distribution with density function f , let X`n ptq be as introduced in
Definition 2.2, let rnptq “ νrˆ0ptq where ν P p0, 1q is a fixed number and rˆ0ptq,
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defined in (6) and let fˆτ be the estimator for the threshold fτ established in
(3). If τ ą τ are such that l ă fτ , fτ ă u then
sup
τPrτ ,τ s
pCrnpfˆτ qpX
`
n pfˆτ qq, Lpτqq “ O
˜
max
#ˆ
logn
n
˙p{pd`2pq
,
ˆ
logn
n
˙ 2
d`1
+¸
,
almost surely. The same convergence order holds for dµpCrnpfˆτ qpX
`
n pfˆτ qq, Lpτqq.
4. Data-driven estimation algorithm
Most of the times, reconstruction of level sets Gptq introduced in (1) has
not interest for practical purposes. Since the practitioner usually unknowns
the value of the level t, the most common alternative is then to establish the
probability content 1´ τ of the level set to be estimated. Therefore, estima-
tion of level sets Lpτq defined in (2) is considered in most of applications.
The first natural step to reconstruct Lpτq from Xn should be to deter-
minate an estimator fˆτ of the threshold fτ . For instance, see [26]. Then,
it would be necessary to establish the sets X`n pfˆτ q and X
´
n pfˆτ q in order to
calculate rˆ0pfˆτ q. However, Definition 2.2 ensures that X
`
n pfˆτ q and X
´
n pfˆτ q
rely on the sequence Dn. Therefore, calculating them is not straightforward.
To solve this problem, a data-driven proposal for selecting Dn is presented
next.
Data-driven selection of the sequence Dn:
Given τ and Xn, let p be a number verifying that 0 ă p ă mintτ, 1´ τu.
As first step, it is necessary to calculate the (τ˘p)-quantiles of fnpXnq. They
are denoted by fˆ`τ and fˆ
´
τ , respectively.
From them, three subsets of the original sample Xn are defined:
X`n pfˆ
`
τ q “ tX P Xn : fnpXq ě fˆ
`
τ u, X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ q “ tX P Xn : fnpXq ă fˆ
´
τ u and
XnzpX
`
n pfˆ
`
τ q Y X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ qq.
Elements of the set XnzpX
`
n pfˆ
`
τ q Y X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ qq must be sorted by Euclidean
distance to X`n pfˆ
`
τ q. The nearest points will be added to X
`
n pfˆ
`
τ q until the
number of points in X`n pfˆ
`
τ q reachs the value p1 ´ τqn. In this way, it is
guaranteed that the proportion of sample points in X`n pfˆτ q is at least 1´ τ .
The rest of points in XnzpX
`
n pfˆ
`
τ q Y X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ qq must be included in X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ q.
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Finally, dichotomy algorithms can be used to compute
rˆ0pfˆτ q “ suptγ ą 0 : CγpX
`
n pfˆ
`
τ qq X X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ q “ Hu
from the already updated sets X`n pfˆ
`
τ q and X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ q. See [43] for a similar
procedure. The practitioner must select a maximum number of iterations I
and two initial points rm and rM with rm ă rM such that CrM pX
`
n pfˆ
`
τ qq X
X´n pfˆ
´
τ q ‰ H and CrmpX
`
n pfˆ
`
τ qq X X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ q “ H, respectively. Choosing a
value close enough to zero is sufficient to select rm. On the other hand, if
the convex hull of X`n pfˆ
`
τ q does not meet X
´
n pfˆ
´
τ q then we propose it as the
estimator for the level set.
According to the previous steps, Cr0pfˆτ qpX
`
n pfˆ
`
τ qq contains a proportion
of at least 1 ´ τ of points in Xn. Of course, the value of p must be chosen
carefully taking values close to zero.
4.1. Leukaemia data analysis
Spatial clustering of rare diseases has grown in recent years, in part
prompted by increasing concerns over possible links between disease and
sources of environmental pollution.
The data set that will be studied in this work derives from the study in [24]
and it is available in [16]. It contains 1221 pairs of points in Lancashire and
Greater Manchester. Concretely, it contains the residential coordinates for
the 233 cases of diagnosed chronic granulocytic leukemia registered between
1982 up to 1998 (inclusive), together with 988 controls. For the selection of
controls, population counts in each of the 8131 census enumeration districts
that make up the study-region, stratified by age and sex, were extracted from
the 1991 census. The counts were then used to obtain a stratified random
sample of two controls per case with coordinates given by their corresponding
centroid coordinates (slightly jittered to avoid coincident points).
In Figure 3, the density level set estimator proposed in this work is shown
for the samples of cases and controls fixing p “ 0.01 when τ “ 0.95 and
τ “ 0.9 and, p “ 0.1 when τ “ 0.85 and τ “ 0.8. The multivariate general-
ization of the plug-in bandwidth selector in [52] was used for estimating the
corresponding density functions.
It is very interesting problem to examine whether the distribution of this
kind of cancer mirrored that of the controls as a whole or whether there was
evidence, as implied by concerned local residents, of clustering. According
to the estimations obtained, there exists an excess of case intensity over that
12
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Figure 3: Level sets estimators for the distribution of 322 cases diagnosed of leukaemia
(first column) and 988 controls (second column) on the North West of England with
τ “ 0.95 (first row), τ “ 0.9 (second row), τ “ 0.85 (third row) and τ “ 0.8 (fourth row).
of population. Greater Manchester is one of the largest metropolitan areas
in the United Kingdom. However, Lancashire is a non-metropolitan county
that emerged during the Industrial Revolution as a major commercial and
13
industrial region. Therefore, there is evidence of clustering and the leukaemia
cases could be related to environmental and industrial factors.
5. Conclusions and extensions
Under r´convexity assumption, a fully data-driven estimator for the
shape parameter r is proposed. One advantage of the resulting level set
estimator is that its geometric structure is easy to handle. In particular, its
boundaries can be explicitly computed.
Furthermore, theoretical results are provided. Concretely, uniform con-
sistency on the level for the estimator of r is established. It is also proved
that the obtained level set estimator achieves minimax convergence rates
uniformly on the level for Hausdorff metric and Lebesgue measure, up to log
factors. These rates do not rely on any penalty term as with other methods
where the parameter r is not estimated from data.
Computational aspects of the new estimator were also considered. In
particular, a data-driven algorithm for selecting the sequence Dn is provided.
In addition, we finish this work showing a real application. We have checked
that there can exists clustering evidence for leukaemia.
Finally, natural extensions of this work will be discussed. Although a
solution for choosing the sequence Dn was proposed, more sophisticated al-
ternatives could be considered in future. Another important achievement
would be to propose a nonparametric test for comparing two or more popula-
tions in general dimension. The test statistic could measure the discrepancy
(for example, boundary distances) among the level set estimators of these
populations. This test procedure could use explicitly the distance between
boundaries of the estimated level sets. The simple geometric structure of
estimators could be used to compute the procedure and calibrate the test
using re-sampling schemes.
6. Proofs
Proof of Proposition 2.3:
First, we will prove that,
PpX`n ptq Ă Gptq, @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1.
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For this, it is enough to show
P
˜
sup
zPGptqc
fnpzq ă t `M
ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq
, @t P rl, us, eventually
¸
“ 1. (8)
Then, let z P Gptqc and t P rl, us. Two cases are considered: z P C or z P Cc,
see Proposition A.1 in Appendix A for details about the compact set C.
1. Let z P Cc. Since z P Gptqc then z R Gplq because Gplqz IntpGpuqq Ă C.
Therefore, according to Proposition A.2 in Appendix A, with probabil-
ity one and for n large enough,
sup
zPGptqcXCc
fnpzq ď sup
yPGplqcXCc
fnpyq ă l ´
w
2
ă l,
where w denotes a positive constant. Therefore,
P
˜
sup
zPGptqcXCc
fnpzq ă l, @t P rl, us, eventually
¸
“ 1,
and since l ă t`Dn for all t P rl, us,
P
˜
sup
zPGptqcXCc
fnpzq ă t`Dn, @t P rl, us, eventually
¸
“ 1.
2. According to Proposition A.1 in Appendix A, there exists N ą 0 such
that
sup
C
|fn ´ f | ď N
ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq
, almost surely. (9)
Let z P C. Since z R Gptq then fpzq ă t. Taking into account (9), with
probability one and for large n, it is verified that
fnpzq ď |fnpzq ´ fpzq| ` |fpzq| ă sup
C
|fn ´ f | ` t.
Hence, for all t P rl, us,
sup
zPGptqcXC
fnpzq ď sup
C
|fn ´ f | ` t.
If M ě N ,
fnpzq ă t `M
ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq
“ t`Dn, almost surely.
This concludes the proof of (8).
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In a similar way, it can be proved that
PpX´n ptq Ă Gptq
c, @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1.
Proof of Proposition 2.4:
Let ǫ ą 0. It is clear that it is enough to show the result for ǫ small
enough. Nexts steps complete the proof:
Step 1. Let x P Gptq. Under (A), a ball of radius m{k rolls freely in Gptq and
Gptqc for all value of the threshold t P rl, us. According to Lemma 1 in
[2], if ǫ ď m{k,
DB ǫ
2
pyq Ă Bǫpxq such that B ǫ
2
pyq Ă Gptq.
Define Bxt “ Bǫ{4pyq. Obviously, B
x
t Ă Gptq. In addition, it verifies
that
Bxt Ă Gptq a
ǫ
4
B1r0s Ă Gplq a pǫ{4qB1r0s, @t P rl, us and @x P Gptq
since, for all z P Bxt , z ` pǫ{4qB1r0s Ă Bǫ{2pyq Ă Gptq. On the other
hand and considering Proposition A.3 (b) in Appendix A, for ǫ small
enough and T “ ǫm{8,
Gptq a
ǫ
4
B1r0s Ă Gpt ` T q.
Therefore,
Bxt Ă Gptq a
ǫ
4
B1r0s Ă Gpt` T q.
Step 2. Let F “ tBxt : t P rl, us, x P Gptqu. According to the previous com-
ments, if T ą 0 is small enough then
Bxt Ă Gpt` T q Ă Gplq, @t P rl, us, @x P Gptq.
On the other hand, under (A), the level set Gplq is bounded since
Gpu ` ζq is bounded and Gpl ´ ζqz IntpGpu ` ζqq Ă U where U is a
bounded set too. As consequence, Gpl ´ ζq is bounded and, therefore,
Gplq Ă Gpl ´ ζq too. Then, Gplq a pǫ{4qB1r0s is also bounded and
compact. Therefore, there exists a finite cover for Gplq a pǫ{4qB1r0s of
16
balls of radius, for instance, ǫ{10. Therefore, there exist z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zs P
Gplq a pǫ{4qB1r0s such that
Gplq a pǫ{4qB1r0s Ă
sď
i“1
B ǫ
10
pziq.
Then, for all Bxt “ Bǫ{4pyq P F where y P Gplq a pǫ{4qB1r0s,
Dzj P tz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zsu such that }zj ´ y} ă
ǫ
10
.
Next, we will prove that the ball Bǫ{10pzjq Ă Bxt . Let z P Bǫ{10pzjq, it
is satisfied that
}z ´ y} ď }z ´ zj} ` }zj ´ y} ă
ǫ
10
`
ǫ
10
“
ǫ
5
ă
ǫ
4
.
As consequence, if a ball in F does not meet Xn then there exist a ball
Bǫ{10pziq such that Bǫ{10pziq X Xn “ H. Therefore, we can write
PpDt P rl, us, x P Gptq : Xn XB
x
t “ Hq ď
sÿ
i“1
P
`
Xn XB ǫ
10
pziq “ H
˘
.
(10)
In addition, since zi P Gplqapǫ{4qB1r0s for all i P t1, ..., su it is satisfied
that Bǫ{10pziq Ă Gplq for all i P t1, ..., su. Then, we can assume that
fpzq ą l ´ ζ for all z P B ǫ
10
pziq, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s. (11)
b
b
Bǫpxq
Gptq
Gpt ` T q
Figure 4: Elements in proof of Proposition 2.4. Gptq in black, Gpt` T q in gray, Bǫpxq in
black and Bxt in gray.
Step 3. Given this, Borel-Cantelli’s Lemma shows
PpDt P rl, us, x P Gptq : Xn XB
x
t “ H, infinitely oftenq “ 0.
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Using the same reasoning as in the Step 2, it is enough to analyze if
P
`
Xn XB ǫ
10
pziq “ H, infinitely often
˘
“ 0.
Therefore, we must to prove that
8ÿ
n“1
P
`
Xn XB ǫ
10
pziq “ H
˘
ă 8.
It is easy to check that
P
`
Xn XB ǫ
10
pziq “ H
˘
ď e
´nP
´
X1PB ǫ
10
pziq
¯
and, using (11), we can ensure that P
`
X1 P B ǫ
10
pziq
˘
ą 0. Then,
8ÿ
n“1
P
`
Xn XB ǫ
10
pziq “ H
˘
ď
8ÿ
n“1
e
´nP
´
X1PB ǫ
10
pziq
¯
ă 8.
Step 4. According to Step 3, with probability one, there exists n0 such that for
all t P rl, us and for all x P Gptq,
Xn XB
x
t ‰ H, @n ě n0.
Then, there exists n0 such that for all t P rl, us and for all x P Gptq,
Dxi P Xn XB
x
t Ă Xn XBǫpxq, @n ě n0.
Therefore, it only remains to prove that xi P X
`
n ptq.
Two cases are considered: xi P C and xi R C.
(a) Let xi P C. According to Proposition A.1 in Appendix A, there
exists N ą 0 such that, with probability one,
sup
C
|fn ´ f | ď N
ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq
.
If Dn “ M
`
logn
n
˘p{pd`2pq
with M ě N then limnÑ8Dn “ 0. So,
fixed T {2 ą 0 (see step 1 in this proof),
Dn1 P N such that Dn ă T {2, @n ě n1.
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Then,
|fnpxiq ´ fpxiq| ď sup
C
|fn ´ f | ď Dn ă T {2, @n ě maxtn0, n1u.
Therefore, since xi P B
x
t Ă Gpt` T q,
fnpxiq ě fpxiq ´Dn ě t` T ´Dn ą t` T ´
T
2
“ t`
T
2
ě t`Dn.
(b) If xi R C then, since fpxiq ě t ` T ą t ě l and Gplqz IntpGpuqq Ă
C, we have xi P IntpGpuqq Ă Gpuq. Then, xi P Gpuq X C
c. Ac-
cording to Proposition A.2 in Appendix A for a certain w ą 0,
with probability one,
Dn2 such that fnpzq ě u`
w
2
, @z P Gpuq X Cc and @n ě n2.
For Dn fixed previously, limnÑ8Dn “ 0. So, given w{2 ą 0,
Dn3 P N such that Dn ă w{2, @n ě n3.
Therefore, since t ď u,
fnpxiq ě u`
w
2
ě t `Dn, @n ě maxtn0, n2, n3u.
Proof of Corollary 2.5:
The proof is a straightforward consequence of Propositions 2.3 and 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.1:
Previously, it is necessary to prove some preliminary results. First, we
will prove that the estimator rˆ0ptq is greater than the real value r0ptq for a
fixed value of t, with probability one and n large enough. The behaviour of
the right-sided limit of r0ptq is analyzed in Proposition 6.2.
Proposition 6.1. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let r0ptq and rˆ0ptq be as established in
Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Then,
Pprˆ0ptq ě r0ptq, @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1.
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Proof. Proposition 2.4 guarantees that, with probability one,
Dn1 P N such that X
`
n ptq ‰ H, @t P rl, us, @n ě n1.
In addition, Proposition 2.3 guatantees that, with probability one,
Dn2 P N such that X
`
n ptq Ă Gptq and X
´
n ptq Ă Gptq
c, @t P rl, us, @n ě n2.
Since Gptq is r0ptq´convex it is verified that X
`
n ptq Ă Cr0ptqpGptqq “ Gptq and
X´n ptq Ă Gptq
c, with probability one, for n large enough. Hence, X`n ptq X
X´n ptq “ H and, with probability one,
r0ptq ď suptγ ą 0 : CγpX
`
n ptqq X X
´
n ptq “ Hu “ rˆ0ptq,
@t P rl, us, @n ě n0 “ maxtn1, n2u.
Proposition 6.2. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set
and let r0ptq be as established in Definition 2.1. Under (A), given ǫ ą 0,
there exists δ ą 0 such that for all t, t P rl, us verifying 0 ă t ´ t ă δ it is
satisfied that r0ptq ď r0ptq ` ǫ.
Proof. Given ǫ ą 0, let t P rl, us and let r˚ ą r0ptq. Then, it is defined
r “ r˚ ` ǫ.
According to Proposition B.1 in Appendix B for r˚, there exists an open
ball At “ Bρtpctq such that At XGptq “ H and At Ă Cr˚pGptqq.
Let δ “ mintǫm{2, mc{2u be a number that does not rely on t. If
0 ă t ´ t ď δ, Proposition B.4 in Appendix B guarantees that Bρt{2pctq Ă
Cr˚`ǫpGptqq “ CrpGptqq.
Since At X Gptq “ H and t ą t, it is satisfied that At X Gptq “ H.
Then, Gptq Ĺ CrpGptqq. Therefore, r0ptq ď r “ r
˚ ` ǫ for all r˚ ą r0ptq. As
consequence, r0ptq ď r0ptq ` ǫ.
Next, let ǫ ą 0, t P rl, us and r “ r0ptq ` ǫ. Two cases are distinguished
for proving the uniform convergence in rl, us of the estimator for the shape
index. In Case 1, we will prove that, with probability one and for n large
enough, there exists δ˚ ą 0 such that if 0 ă t´ t ď δ˚ then rˆ0ptq ď r0ptq`2ǫ.
In Case 2, we will prove that there exists δ ą 0 such that if 0 ă t ´ t ď δ
then rˆ0ptq ď r0ptq ` 4ǫ.
Case 1: Let t ă t with t P rl, us. First, we will prove that rˆ0ptq ď r0ptq ` ǫ if
t´t ď δ1 with δ1 depending on t. Secondly, we will prove that r0ptq ď r0ptq`ǫ
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Gptq
At
Cr˚`ǫpGptqq
Gptq
Figure 5: Elements of proof in Proposition 6.2. Bρt{2pctq in gray color.
if t ´ t ď δ2.
Lemma B.2 in Appendix B, ensures that there exists an open ball Bt of
radius γt verifying, with probability one and for n large enough,
Bt Ă CrpX
`
n ptqq.
If t ´ t ď δ1 “ mint
mc
2
, mγtu, Lemma B.3 in Appendix B ensures, with
probability one and for n large enough,
H ‰ X´n ptq XBt Ă CrpX
`
n ptqq.
Therefore,
H ‰ X´n ptq X CrpX
`
n ptqq
and, with probability one and for n large enough,
rˆ0ptq ď r “ r0ptq ` ǫ.
According to Proposition 6.2, given ǫ ą 0,
Dδ2 ą 0 such that @t, t verifying0 ă t´ t ă δ2 then r0ptq ď r0ptq ` ǫ.
Remember that δ2 does not rely on t.
If t ´ t ď δ˚ “ mintδ1, δ2u then rˆ0ptq ď r0ptq ` 2ǫ.
Case 2: Let t ą t with t P rl, us. According to Proposition A.3 (b) in Ap-
pendix A, if t´ t ď mc{2 then
Gptq Ă Gptq Ă Gptq ‘
2
m
pt´ tqB1r0s. (12)
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As consequence,
dHpGptq, Gptqq ď
2
m
pt´ tq. (13)
According to Proposition B.1 in Appendix B, given r “ r0ptq` ǫ, there exists
an open ball At “ Bρtpctq with At X Gptq “ H and At Ă CrpGptqq. Taking
t ´ t ď mint ǫm
6
, mc{2u “ δ1, Proposition B.5 in Appendix B ensures that
Bρt{4pctq verifies that, with probability one,
Dn0 P N such that Bρt{4pctq Ă Cr`2ǫpX
`
n ptqq, @n ě n0.
According to Lemma B.6 in Appendix B, with probability one and for n large,
it is verified that Bρt{4pctq X X
´
n ptq ‰ H. So, rˆ0ptq ď r ` 2ǫ “ r0ptq ` 3ǫ.
Given ǫ ą 0 established at the beginning, Proposition 6.2 guarantees that
Dδ2 ą 0 such that t ´ t ă δ2 then r0ptq ď r0ptq ` ǫ.
Therefore, if t ´ t ď δ “ mintδ1, δ2u then, with probability one and for n
large enough, rˆ0ptq ď r0ptq ` 4ǫ.
Next, we will take into account Cases 1 and 2. For each t P rl, us, we
consider δt “ mintδ
˚, δ, ζ{2u. See Assumption A for details on ζ . Then,
tpt ´ δt, t` δtq : t P rl, usu
is an open covering of the compact rl, us. Therefore, there exists a finite
subrecovering. Then, there exists t1, ..., tk P rl, us and the corresponding
δt1 “ δ1, ..., δtk “ δk verifying
rl, us Ă
kď
j“1
ptj ´ δj , tj ` δjq.
Let t P rl, us. For each j “ 1, ..., k, with probability one, there exists nj P N
such that if t P ptj ´ δj , tj ` δjq then
rˆ0ptq ď r0ptq ` 4ǫ, @n ě nj .
Therefore, since
@t P rl, us Dj P t1, ..., ku such that t P ptj ´ δj, tj ` δjq
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it is verified
rˆ0ptq ď r0ptq ` 4ǫ, @n ě maxtn1, n2, ..., nku “ N.
In addition, since δj ď ζ{2 and tj P rl, us for all j “ 1, ..., k, it is verified that
maxttj ` δj , j “ 1, ..., ku ď u` ζ{2 and minttj ´ δj , j “ 1, ..., ku ě l ´ ζ{2.
Taking Proposition 2.4 into account, it can be proved easily that, with prob-
ability one and for n large enough, X`n ptq ‰ H and X
´
n ptq ‰ H. Propo-
sition 6.1 guarantees that, with probability one and for n large enough,
r0ptq ď rˆ0ptq. Therefore, with probability one, for n large enough,
r0ptq ď rˆ0ptq ď r0ptq ` 4ǫ. (14)
Then, with probability one and for n large enough,
@t P rl, us it is satisfied that |r0ptq ´ rˆ0ptq| ă 4ǫ.
Therefore, with probability one,
lim
nÑ8
sup
tPrl,us
|r0ptq ´ rˆ0ptq| “ 0.
Proof of Theorem 3.2:
Next, some auxiliary proofs are presented. Proposition 6.3 establishes
that the estimator CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq is contained in the theoretical level set with
probability one and for n large enough.
Proposition 6.3. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample generated
from a distribution with density function f , let r0ptq and rˆ0ptq be as established
in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Let ν P p0, 1q be a fixed number and
rnptq “ νrˆ0ptq. Then,
PpCrnptqpX
`
n ptqq Ă Gptq, @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1.
Proof. According to Proposition 2.3,
PpX`n ptq Ă Gptq, @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1.
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According to Theorem 3.1, with probability one,
lim
nÑ8
sup
tPrl,us
|rnptq ´ νr0ptq| “ 0.
Therefore,
Pprnptq ď r0ptq, @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1
and, as consequence,
PpCrnptqpX
`
n ptqq Ă Gptq, @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1.
At this point, it is necessary to introduce some auxiliary sets in order to
obtain the convergence rates of the resulting estimator for the level set, see
Definitions 6.4 and 6.5. Really, these new sets are subsets of the original level
set Gptq and the sample Xn, respectively. Notice that both are defined from
the theoretical density function f so they are unknown. The kernel estimator
fn is not considered. On the other hand and although they depend on some
parameters like n in their definition, this fact is not reflected in their names
for simplicity in the exposition.
Definition 6.4. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A) and (D), the set G`ptq Ă Rd is defined as the level
set with threshold equal to t ` 2Dn. That is, G
`ptq “ Gpt ` 2Dnq.
Definition 6.5. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A) and (D), let Xn be a random sample generated from
a distribution with density function f and let G`ptq Ă Rd be the level set es-
tablished in Definition 6.4. The set XG
`
n is defined by XnXG
`ptq. Therefore,
it can be written as XG
`
n “ tXi P Xn : fpXiq ě t` 2Dnu.
A new class of sets is presented in Definition 6.6. This family was already
considered in [50], see Section 2.
Definition 6.6. Let A Ă Rd be a set and γ ą 0. Then, GApγq denotes all
compact sets B that verify (Rγγ) satisfying B Ă A.
Next, it will be proved that G`ptq P GGplqprνq for n large enough and
rν ą 0, see Lemma 6.7 for details about the positive constant rν .
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Lemma 6.7. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set. Let
G`ptq be the set established in Definition 6.4. Under assumptions (A), (D)
and (K), let rˆ0ptq be as established in Definition 2.2, let ν P p0, 1q be a fixed
number and rnptq “ νrˆ0ptq. Then, there exists 0 ă rν ă m{k such that
Pprnptq ą rν , @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1.
Further, for n large enough,
G`ptq P GGptqprνq, @t P rl, us
and, therefore,
G`ptq P GGplqprνq, @t P rl, us.
for GGptqprνq, GGplqprνq and G`ptq established in Definitions 6.6 and 6.4, re-
spectively.
Proof. For all t P rl, us, Gptq satisfied the inside and outside rolling condition
for r˚ “ m{k ą 0. Since
r0ptq “ suptγ ą 0 : CγpGptqq “ Gptqu,
it is satisfied that
0 ă r˚ ď r0ptq, @t P rl, us.
Therefore, for ν P p0, 1q fixed previously,
0 ă νr˚ ď νr0ptq, @t P rl, us.
Let rν ą 0 be a number verifying that
0 ă rν ă νr
˚ ď νr0ptq, @t P rl, us.
Since rν ă r
˚ ă r0ptq, Gptq satisfies the outside and inside rolling property
for rν and for all t P rl, us. Let 0 ă ǫ ă νr
˚ ´ rν , according Theorem 3.1,
it is easy to prove that Pprnptq ą rν , @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1 taking into
account that rnptq converges uniformly to νr0ptq, almost surely.
In addition, if Theorem 2 in [50] is applied with l “ l´ ζ{2, u “ u` ζ{2 and
ζ “ ζ{2, we can ensure that
Dn0 P N such that r0pt` 2Dnq ě m{k, @t P rl, us and @n ě n0.
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Since 0 ă rν ă m{k,
r0pt ` 2Dnq ě m{k ą rν , @t P rl, us and @n ě n0.
Then, since G`ptq “ Gpt` 2Dnq Ă Gptq for all n,
G`ptq P GGptqprνq, @t P rl, us and @n ě n0.
In Lemma 6.8, it will proved that, given the threshold t, the set XG
`
n is
eventually contained in X`n ptq.
Lemma 6.8. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex level set.
Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample generated
from a distribution with density function f , let X`n ptq be as established in
Definition 2.2 and let XG
`
n be the subsample defined in Definition 6.5. Then,
PpXG
`
n Ă X
`
n ptq, @t P rl, us, eventuallyq “ 1.
Proof. Let Xi P X
G`
n . Therefore, fpXiq ě t`2Dn. According to Proposition
A.1 in Appendix A,
sup
C
|fn ´ f | “ O
˜ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq¸
, almost surely.
where C Ă U is under conditions of Proposition A.1 in Appendix A. So,
there exists N ą 0 such that, with probability one and for n large enough,
sup
C
|fn ´ f | ď N
ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq
. (15)
Two cases are considered: Xi belongs to C or Xi does not belong to C.
1. Let Xi P C. According to (15), if M ě N ,
|fnpXiq ´ fpXiq| ď Dn.
Therefore,
fnpXiq ě fpXiq ´Dn ě t ` 2Dn ´Dn “ t`Dn
and, hence, Xi P X
`
n ptq.
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2. IfXi R C then Xi P GpuqXC
c since Xi P Gplq and Gplqz IntpGpuqq Ă C.
According to Proposition A.2 in Appendix A, with probability one and
for n large enough, fnpXiq ě u ` v{2 for some v ą 0. In addition,
since Dn converges to zero, for n large enough, 2Dn ă v{2. Then, with
probability one and for n large enough,
fnpXiq ě u`
v
2
ě t `
v
2
ě t `Dn.
According to Lemma 6.8, with probability one and for n large enough,
it is verified that CrnptqpX
G`
n q Ă CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq Ă Gptq. That is, X
`
n ptq is
at least as good as XG
`
n in order to estimate Gptq. Remember that X
G`
n
is constructed from f . It does not depend on the kernel estimator fn. In
addition, XG
`
n would be the ideal sample for estimating G
`ptq. Theorem 3.2
uses these ideas for obtaining the convergence rates of the level set estimator
proposed.
Let rν be a positive constant under the conditions in Lemma 6.7 and let
r ą 0 such that 0 ă r ă rν . Let ǫn “
`
C logn
n
˘ 2
d`1 where C ą 0 denotes a
large enough constant to be established later. Since limnÑ8 ǫn “ 0,
Dn0 P N such that 0 ă ǫn ă min
!r
4
, 1
)
, @n ě n0.
According to Proposition A.4 in Appendix A, since f ě l ą 0,
PpA‘Br´3ǫnr0s Ć rpAX Xnq ‘Brr0ss for some A P GGplqprνqq
ď Dpǫn, Gplq ‘Brr0sqD
´ ǫn
10r
, Sd´1
¯
exp
!
´nalpr ´ 2ǫnq
d´1
2 pǫn{2q
d`1
2
)
,
where Dpǫ, Bq “ maxtcard V : V Ă B, |x ´ y| ą ǫ for different x, y P
V u, Sd´1 denotes the unit sphere in Rd and a is a dimensional constant.
Therefore, if n ě n0 then r ´ 2ǫn ě r{2 and
PpA‘Br´3ǫnr0s Ć rpAX Xnq ‘Brr0ss for some A P GGplqprνqq
ď Qǫ´dn ǫ
´pd´1q
n exp
"
´nal
´r
2
¯d´1
2
ˆ
C logn
2pd`1q{2n
˙*
“ Qǫp´2d`1qn expt´W lognu
with Q is a constant depending on r and the dimension d and W “ alr
d´1C
2d
.
Therefore, if n ě n0,
PpA‘ pr ´ 3ǫnqB1r0s Ć rpAX Xnq ‘Brr0ss for some A P GGplqprνqq
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ď Qǫ´p2d´1qn n
´W “ Q
1
ˆ
n
log n
˙ 2p2d´1q
d`1
n´W
where Q
1
“ QC
2p2d´1q
d`1 . If W ą 2p2d´1q
d`1 it is verified that
8ÿ
i“1
ˆ
n
logn
˙ 2p2d´1q
d`1
n´W ă 8.
So,
PpA‘Br´3ǫnr0s Ć rpA X Xnq ‘Brr0ss for some A P GGplqprνq, infinitely oftenq “ 0.
Then, with probability one and for n large enough,
A‘Br´3ǫnr0s Ă pA X Xnq ‘Brr0s, @A P GGplqprνq.
According to Lemma 6.7, G`ptq P GGplqprνq for all t P rl.us. Therefore, with
probability one and for n large enough,
pG`ptq‘Br´3ǫnr0sqaBrr0s Ă pX
G`
n ‘Brr0sqaBrr0s “ CrpX
G`
n q, @t P rl, us.
Since G`ptq is pr ´ 3ǫnq´convex because r ´ 3ǫn ď rν , it is satisfied that
pG`ptq ‘Br´3ǫnr0sq aBrr0s “
“ pG`ptq ‘Br´3ǫnr0sq a pBr´3ǫnr0s ‘B3ǫnr0sq
“ pG`ptq ‘Br´3ǫnr0s aBr´3ǫnr0sq aB3ǫnr0s “ G
`ptq aB3ǫnr0s, @t P rl, us.
Therefore, since rν ą r ą 0, with probability one and for n large enough,
G`ptq aB3ǫnr0s Ă CrpX
G`
n q Ă Crν pX
G`
n q @t P rl, us.
According to Lemma 6.7, with probability one, for n large enough,
rnptq ě rν , @t P rl, us.
Then, with probability one and for n large,
G`ptq aB3ǫnr0s Ă CrnptqpX
G`
n q, @t P rl, us.
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According to Lemma 6.8 and Proposition 2.3, XG
`
n Ă X
`
n ptq Ă Gptq and
rnptq ď r0ptq. Then, it is verified, with probability one, for n large enough,
G`ptq aB3ǫnr0s Ă CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq Ă Cr0ptqpGptqq “ Gptq, @t P rl, us. (16)
Using (16), with probability one and for n large enough,
dHpCrnptqpX
`
n ptqq, Gptqq ď dHpG
`ptq aB3ǫnr0s, Gptqq.
By the triangle inequality,
dHpCrnptqpX
`
n ptqq, Gptqq ď dHpG
`ptq, Gptqq`dHpG`ptq, G`ptqaB3ǫnr0sq, @t P rl, us.
(17)
Since limnÑ8Dn “ 0, for n large, 2Dn ă min
 
pm{2qc, ζ
2
(
and, according to
Proposition A.3 (b) in Appendix A, for n large,
Gptq Ă G`ptq ‘B 4
m
Dn
r0s, @t P rl, us.
SinceG`ptq Ă Gptq, dHpG`ptq, Gptqq “ OpDnq. On the other hand, dHpG`ptq, G`ptqa
B3ǫnr0sq “ Opǫnq for t P rl, us. As consequence, using (17),
dHpCrnptqpX
`
n ptqq, Gptqq “ OpmaxtDn, ǫnuq, almost surely.
The statements of the theorem also hold when Lebesgue is used instead
of Hausdorff distance. See Remark 1 in [50].
Proof of Theorem 3.3:
Let an “ p4{mqDn`ǫn where ǫn denotes a sequence of the order
`
logn
n
˘ 2
d`1
established in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Next, it will be proved that, with
probability one and for n large enough,
Gptq a anB1r0s Ă CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq Ă Gptq ‘ anB1r0s, @t P rl, us. (18)
According to equation (16), with probability one and for n large enough,
G`ptq a 3ǫnB1r0s Ă CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq Ă Gptq, @t P rl, us.
Let c be the constant introduced in Proposition A.3 (b) in Appendix A. Since
limnÑ8Dn “ 0, for n large enough, 2Dn ď mc{2.
Then, Proposition A.3 (b) ensures that
G`ptq a
4
m
DnB1r0s Ă Gptq Ă G
`ptq ‘
4
m
DnB1r0s
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for n large enough. Therefore, for all G`ptq P Gcprνq, t P rl, us and n large
enough,
GptqaanB1r0s Ă G
`ptqa3ǫnB1r0s Ă CrnptqpX
`
n ptqq Ă Gptq Ă Gptq‘anB1r0s.
Next, it will be proved that
sup
tPrl,us
|PnpGptqq ´ PpGptqq| ď an. (19)
According to Proposition 1 in [50], for r ą 0 and a compact C it is verified
sup
APGCprq
|PnpAq ´ PpAq| “
$&
%
O
`
1
n2{pd`1q
˘
a.s. if d ą 3
O
´
logn?
n
¯
a.s. if d “ 1, 2, 3.
Theorem 2 in [50] ensures that Gptq P GGplqpm{kq, for all t P rl, us.
Following the proof of Theorem 3 in [50] (see equation (23), page 2295), (18)
and (19) guarantee that, for n large and certain constant M ,
sup
τPrτ ,τ s
|fˆτ ´ fτ | ďMan. (20)
Furthermore, since limnÑ8 an “ 0, it is verified that Man ď pm{2qc for n
large enough.
In addition, equation (20) and Proposition A.3 (b) allows to ensure that,
for all τ P rτ , τ s and for n large enough (assuming, for instance, fˆτ ą fτ ;
similarly if fˆτ ă fτ ),
Lpτq a
2
m
ManB1r0s Ă Gpfˆτ q Ă Lpτq ‘
2
m
ManB1r0s.
Taking also into account equation (18), with probability one and for n large
enough,
Lpτqa
ˆ
2
m
Man ` an
˙
B1r0s Ă Crnpfˆτ qpX
`
n pfˆτ qq Ă Lpτq‘
ˆ
2
m
Man ` an
˙
B1r0s.
Since an “ p4{mqDn ` ǫn,
dHpCrnpfˆτ qpX
`
n pfˆτ qqq, Lpτqq “ OpmaxtDn, ǫnuq, almost surely.
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As before, the statements of the theorem also hold when Lebesgue is used
instead of Hausdorff distance. See Remark 1 in [50].
Supplementary material for Minimax Hausdorff estimation of
density level sets. Appendix A contains some mathematical results in
[50]. They are useful for establishing some proofs in this work. In Appendix
B, some auxiliary results are proved. They are fundamental to prove the
consistency of the estimator rˆ0ptq.
Appendix A. Walther’s mathematical results
Many proofs in previous sections take into account mathematical aspects
considered in [50]. Next, we will summarize these theoretical results. In
particular, Proposition Appendix A.1 can be obtained directly from proof
of Theorem 3 in [50]. It guarantees the existence of a compact set C where
the convergence rate for the density kernel estimator is established.
Proposition Appendix A.1. Under assumptions (A) and (K), there exist
υ ą 0 and a compact set C verifying that
Gplqz IntpGpuqq ‘Bυr0s Ă U
and
Gplqz IntpGpuqq ‘Bυ
2
r0s Ă C.
See assumption A for details on U . In addition,
sup
C
|fn ´ f | “ O
˜ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq¸
, almost surely.
Proposition Appendix A.2 corresponds to equation (15) in [50]. The
behavior of the kernel density estimator is studied in the complement of the
compact set C.
Proposition Appendix A.2. Let C be the compact set in Proposition
Appendix A.1. Under assumptions (A) and (K), there exists w ą 0 verifying
that
P
ˆ
inf
GpuqXCc
fnpxq ą u`
w
2
, eventually
˙
“ 1
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Gpuq
U
Gplq
Figure A.6: Elements in Proposition Appendix A.1. Gpuq in gray, Gplq in black and the
open set U in dashed line.
and
P
˜
sup
GplqcXCc
fnpxq ă l ´
w
2
, eventually
¸
“ 1.
Proposition Appendix A.3 corresponds to Lemma 2 (a) and (b) in [50].
It establishes interesting relationships between level sets with close enough
thresholds. Lemma 2 (b) in [50] was slightly modified but the result remains
true if the interval rl, us is replaced by rl´, u`s for certain l´ ă l and u ă u`.
Proposition Appendix A.3. Under assumption (A), there exists a con-
stant c ą 0 such that
(a) For all t P rl, us and all S ą 0 such that S ď c,
sup
GptqcaSB1r0s
fpxq ă t´ bt
for a certain bt ą 0.
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(b) Let l´ “ l´ ζ{2 and u` “ u` ζ{2. If t1 and t2 are such that l´ ď t1 ă
t2 ď u
` and t2 ´ t1 ď pm{2qc then
Gpt1q aB 2
m
pt2´t1qr0s Ă Gpt2q Ă Gpt1q aB 12m pt2´t1qr0s
and
Gpt2q ‘B 1
2m
pt2´t1qr0s Ă Gpt1q Ă Gpt2q ‘B 2m pt2´t1qr0s.
See assumption A for details on ζ.
Finally, Proposition Appendix A.4 is presented. It corresponds to Lemma
3 in [50].
Proposition Appendix A.4. Let T Ă Rd be a compact set, r ą 0 and let
Xn be a i.i.d. sample generated from a distribution with density function f .
Let GT prq be the family of sets defined in Definition 6.3.
1. If f ě b ą 0 on A P GT prq and 0 ă ǫ ă mintr{2, ru then
P pA‘Br´2ǫr0s Ć pA X Xnq ‘Brr0sq
ď D pǫ, A ‘Brr0sq exp
`
´nabmintr ´ ǫ, rupd´1q{2ǫpd`1q{2
˘
.
where
D pǫ, A‘Brr0sq “ maxtcard V : V Ă A‘Brr0s, |x´y| ą ǫ for different x, y P V u
and a is a dimensional constant.
2. Further, if f ě b ą 0 on T , 0 ă ǫ ă mintr{3, 1u and r ě r ´ 2ǫ then
P pA‘Br´3ǫr0s Ć pAX Xnq ‘Brr0s for some A P GT prqq
ď D pǫ, T ‘Brr0sqD
´ ǫ
10r
, Sd´1
¯
exp
`
´nabpr ´ 2ǫqpd´1q{2pǫ{2qpd`1q{2
˘
where Sd´1 denotes the unit sphere.
Appendix B. Auxiliary mathematical results
Next, some useful theoretical results to prove the consistency of the esti-
mator rˆ0ptq are exposed. All of them are focused on finding or constructing
balls which satisfying certain properties. This mathematical objects will play
a fundamental role to get the consistency results. In a first step, an open
ball which does not intersect Gptq can be found in the r´convex hull of Gptq
for all r ą r0ptq, see Proposition Appendix B.1.
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Proposition Appendix B.1. Let Gptq be the compact, nonempty and non-
convex level set. Under (A), let r0ptq be as established in Definition 2.1 and
f , the density function. Then, for all r ą r0ptq there exists an open ball
At with radius ρt centering at ct contained in the compact C established in
Proposition Appendix A.1 verifying
At Ă CrpGptqq and dpz, Gptqq ě 3ρt, for all z P At. (B.1)
Therefore,
At XB2ρtpGptqq “ H. (B.2)
In addition, fpxq ą l ´ ζ, for all x P At.
xt
Gptq
Bǫ˚t
pxtq
At
b
CrpGptqq
Figure B.7: Elements of proof in Proposition Appendix B.1.
Proof. Since r ą r0ptq, there exists ǫ ą 0 such that r “ r0ptq ` ǫ. Taking
into account Lemma 8.3 in [43], it is easy to prove that there exists xt P
BGptq X IntpCrpGptqqq. Therefore,
Dǫt ą 0 such that Bǫtpxtq Ă CrpGptqq.
Proposition Appendix A.1 guarantees that there exists υ ą 0 and a
compact set C such that
pGplqz IntpGpuqq ‘Bυ
2
r0s Ă C.
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Since xt P BGptq, it is verifies that xt P Gplqz IntpGpuqq. Therefore,
Bυ{2pxtq Ă pGplqz IntpGpuqqq ‘
υ
2
B1r0s Ă C.
In addition, if υ is small enough, we can assume without loss of generality
that
pGplqz IntpGpuqq ‘
υ
2
B1r0s Ă Gpl ´ ζ{2qzGpu` ζ{2q.
Let ǫ˚t “ mintǫt, υ{2u. Then, we define At “ Bρtpctq where ρt “ ǫ
˚
t {8,
ct “ xt`
ǫ˚t
2
ηpxtq and ηpxtq denotes the outward pointing unit normal vector
at xt. Under (A), the existence of ηpxtq is guaranteed, see proof of Proposition
2.2 in [43].
By construction, At Ă Bǫ˚t pxtq Ă Bυ{2pxtq then it is verified that At Ă C
and At Ă Gpl´ ζ{2qzGpu` ζ{2q. Then, fpxq ě l´ ζ{2 ą l´ ζ for all x P At.
In addition, given z P At, it is verified that
dpz, Gptqq ě d
ˆ
xt `
ˆ
1
2
´
1
8
˙
ǫ˚t ηpxtq, xt
˙
“
3
8
ǫ˚t “ 3ρt ą 0.
In Lemma Appendix B.2, if r ą r0ptq then we find an open ball in
CrpX
`
n ptqq that does not intersect Gptq with probability one and for n large
enough. As consequence, it will be contained in CrpX
`
n ptq for all t ă t.
Lemma Appendix B.2. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex
level set. Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample
generated by the density function f , let r0ptq be as established in Definition
2.1 and let X`n ptq be as established in Definition 2.2. For r ą r0ptq and
t P rl, us verifying t ă t, there exists an open ball Bt of radius γt ď c{2
such that Bt Ă C where C is the compact set established in Proposition
Appendix A.1,
Bt XGptq “ H, Bt Ă CrpGptqq
and,
PpBt Ă CrpX
`
n ptqq, eventuallyq “ 1.
In addition, it is verified that fpxq ą l´ζ for all x P Bt and dpz, Gptqq ě 6γt,
for all z P Bt. See Proposition Appendix A.3 for details about constant c.
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Gptq
At˚
Cr˚pGptqq
Gptq
Figure B.8: Elements of proof in Lemma Appendix B.2. Bt in gray color.
Proof. We will check that there exists an open ball Bt verifying
Bt XGptq “ H, Bt Ă CrpGptqq
and
PpBt Ă CrpX
`
n ptqq, eventuallyq “ 1.
Since X`n ptq Ă X
`
n ptq and, therefore, CrpX
`
n ptqq Ă CrpX
`
n ptqq.
Then, let r˚ be a positive number such that r ą r˚ ą r0ptq. Since Gptq is
r0ptq´convex, it is verified that Cr0ptqpGptqq “ Gptq Ĺ Cr˚pGptqq. According
to Proposition Appendix B.1, there exists A˚t “ Bρ˚t pc
˚
t q satisfying
A˚t Ă Cr˚pGptqq Ă CrpGptqq, A
˚
t XGptq “ H and fpxq ą
t
2
, @x P A˚t .
Since A˚t Ă Cr˚pGptqq, for all z P A
˚
t it is verified that
Br˚pwq XGptq ‰ H, @ω P Br˚pzq. (B.3)
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Let Bt be an open ball of radius γt “ ρ
˚
t {2 centering at c
˚
t . Then, fpxq ą l´ζ
for all x P Bt because Bt Ă A
˚
t . In addition, Proposition Appendix B.1 guar-
antees that A˚t Ă C and, therefore, Bt Ă C.
Without loss of generality, we assume that r ă ρ
˚
t
2
` r˚. In fact, if we
suppose r ě
ρ˚t
2
` r˚ then it is possible to consider r˚˚ ą r˚ verifying that
r ą r˚˚ ą r0ptq and r ă
ρ˚t
2
` r˚˚. For this r˚˚,
A˚t Ă Cr˚pGptqq Ă Cr˚˚pGptqq and A
˚
t XGptq “ H.
Therefore, it would be enough to consider r˚ “ r˚˚.
Three steps will be considered for obtaining the first part of the proof.
Step 1: If z P Bt and ω P B ρ˚
t
2
`r˚
pzq then Br˚pωq XGptq ‰ H.
Then, let z P Bt and ω P B ρ˚
t
2
`r˚
pzq:
1. If ω P Br˚pzq then, according to equation (B.3), Br˚pωq XGptq ‰ H.
2. If ω R Br˚pzq then ω P B
r˚` ρ
˚
t
2
pzqzBr˚pzq. Let z P rw, zs such that
}z´ z} “
ρ˚t
2
then }ω´ z} ă r˚. Therefore, z P A˚t Ă Cr˚pGptqq because
}z ´ c˚t } ď }z ´ z} ` }z ´ c
˚
t } ă
ρ˚t
2
`
ρ˚t
2
“ ρ˚t . Since z P Cr˚pGptqq,
according to equation (B.3),
Br˚pwq XGptq ‰ H, @w P Br˚pzq.
Since ω P Br˚pzq, Br˚pwq XGptq ‰ H.
Step 2: If r ă r˚ ` ρ
˚
t
2
and z P Bt then Br˚pwq XGptq ‰ H, @ω P Brpzq.
Of course, if r ă r˚ ` ρ
˚
t
2
and ω P Brpzq then ω P B
r˚` ρ
˚
t
2
pzq and, according
to Step 1, Br˚pωq XGptq ‰ H.
Step 3: If r ă r˚ ` ρ
˚
t
2
, with probability one,
Dn0 P N such that Bt Ă CrpX
`
n ptqq, @n ě n0.
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Let z P Bt.
According to Step 2,
Br˚pωq XGptq ‰ H, @ω P Brpzq.
We will prove that, with probability one,
Dn0 P N such that Brpωq X X
`
n ptq ‰ H, @ω P Brpzq and @n ě n0.
Let ω P Brpzq and s P Br˚pωq X Gptq. According to Corollary 2.1, with
probability one,
Dn0 P N such that dHpX
`
n ptq, Gptqq ă r ´ r
˚, @n ě n0.
Then, with probability one and for n large enough,
Dxn P X
`
n ptq such that }xn ´ s} ă r ´ r
˚
and, therefore,
}xn ´ ω} ď }xn ´ s} ` }s´ ω} ă r ´ r
˚ ` r˚ “ r.
Then,
@w P Brpzq, Brpwq X X
`
n ptq ‰ H.
As consequence, Bt Ă CrpX
`
n ptqq.
Finally, by construction, dpz, Gptqq ě 3ρ˚t for all z P A
˚
t . Since Bt Ă A
˚
t it is
verified that dpz, Gptqq ě 6γt, for all z P Bt.
If γt ď c{2 then the proof is fisnished. If this condition is not satisfied, it
is enough to redefine the radius γt “ c{2. The new ball Bt “ Bc{2pc˚t q would
be inside Bρ˚t {2pc
˚
t q. Therefore, it would satisfy all properties required.
With probability one and for n large enough, the open ball Bt con-
structed in Lemma Appendix B.2 intersects X´n ptq for t ă t, see Lemma
Appendix B.3.
Lemma Appendix B.3. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex
level set. Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample
generated by the density function f , let r0ptq be as established in Definition
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2.1 and let X´n ptq be as established in Definition 2.2. Let Bt be the open
ball of radius γt established in Lemma Appendix B.2. For t P rl, us verifying
t ă t and t´ t ď pmcq{2. Then,
PpX´n ptq XBt ‰ H, eventuallyq “ 1.
See Proposition Appendix A.3 for details about constant c.
Proof. It is easy to prove that PpXn XBt ‰ H, eventuallyq “ 1 using Borel-
Cantelli’s Lemma. Since
PpXn XBt “ Hq “ r1´ PpX1 P Btqs
n ď e´nPpX1PBtq
and fpxq ą l ´ ζ ą 0 for all x P Bt, it is satisfied that
PpX P Btq “
ż
Bt
f dµ ě
ż
Bt
l ´ ζ dµ “ pl ´ ζqµpBtq ą 0 (B.4)
and, as consequence,
8ÿ
n“1
PpXn XBt “ Hq ď
8ÿ
n“1
e´npl´ζqµpBtq ă 8.
Next, an analogous result for X´n ptq must be obtained. Since
2
m
pt´ tq ă
2γt, Proposition Appendix A.3 (b) ensures that
Gptq Ă Gptq ‘
2
m
pt´ tqB1r0s Ă Gptq ‘ 2γtB1r0s. (B.5)
Then,
Bt Ă Gptq
c a 2γtB1r0s. (B.6)
Therefore,
@y P Bt, dpy,Gptqq ě 6γt ą 0 and dpy,Gptq ‘ 2γtB1r0sq ě 4γt ą 0.
According to equation (B.5),
@y P Bt, dpy,Gptqq ě 4γt ą 2γt.
Therefore,
Bt Ă Gptq
c a 2γtB1r0s.
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Since 0 ă 2γt ď c, Proposition Appendix A.3 (a) guarantees that
sup
xPGptqca2γtB1r0s
fpxq ă t´ bt for a certain bt ą 0.
As consequence,
sup
xPBt
fpxq ă t´ bt for a certain bt ą 0. (B.7)
The first part of the proof ensures that, with probability one,
Dn0 P N such that DXi P Xn XBt, @n ě n0. (B.8)
According to Lemma Appendix B.2, Bt Ă C where C is the compact set
established in Proposition Appendix A.1. Then, Xi P C and Proposition
Appendix A.1, guarantees that, with probability one and for n large enough,
DN ą 0 tal que sup
C
|fn ´ f | ď N
ˆ
logn
n
˙p{pd`2pq
.
If Dn “ N
`
logn
n
˘p{pd`2pq
then limnÑ8Dn “ 0. Therefore, fixed bt{2 ą 0,
Dn1 P N such that Dn ă
bt
2
, @n ě n1.
Since Xi P C, with probability one,
|fnpXiq ´ fpXiq| ď sup
C
|fn ´ f | ď Dn ă
bt
2
, @n ě maxtn0, n1u.
Then, Xi P X
´
n ptq because for all n ě maxtn0, n1u,
fnpXiq ď fpXiq `Dn ă t´ bt `Dn ă t ´ bt `
bt
2
“ t ´
bt
2
ď t´Dn.
Next, it is proved that a ball contained in the the open ball At constructed
in Proposition Appendix B.1 is inside the pr ` ǫq´convex hull of Gptq for
fixed values of ǫ ą 0, t ą t and r ą r0ptq.
Proposition Appendix B.4. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and non-
convex level set. Under assumptions (A), let r0ptq be as established in Defi-
nition 2.1 and ǫ ą 0. Given r ą 0 verifying r ą r0ptq, let At be the open ball
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Gptq
At
Cr`ǫpGptqq
Gptq
Figure B.9: Elements of proof in Proposition Appendix B.4. Dt in gray color.
of radius ρt centering at ct constructed in Proposition Appendix B.1. For
t ą t with t P rl, us and t´ t ď mintǫm{2, mc{2u, it is verified that
Dt “ Bρt{2pctq Ă Cr`ǫpGptqq.
See Proposition Appendix A.3 for details about constant c.
Proof. Proposition Appendix B.1 ensures that there exists an open ball At “
Bρtpctq verifying that
At XB2ρtpGptqq “ H, Gptq X At “ H and At Ă CrpGptqq.
Since t ą t, it is verified that
At XGptq “ H.
We can assume, without loss of generality, that ǫ ď ρt{2. In another case,
the proof will be done considering ǫ “ ρt{2 ą 0. In this case, it would be
verify that
Dt Ă Cpr`ǫqpGptqq Ă Cpr`ǫqpGptqq.
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According to Proposition Appendix A.3 (b), if t ´ t ď mc
2
then
Gptq Ă Gptq ‘
2
m
pt´ tqB1r0s.
In addition, Gptq Ă Gptq. Therefore,
Gptq Ă Gptq Ă Gptq ‘
2
m
pt´ tqB1r0s
and, as consequence,
dHpGptq, Gptqq ď
2
m
pt´ tq.
Since t ´ t ď ǫm{2 then
dHpGptq, Gptqq ď
2
m
pt´ tq ď ǫ. (B.9)
Next, we will prove that Dt “ Bρt{2pctq Ă Cpr`ǫqpGptqq.
Let x P Dt Ă CrpGptqq and let Br`ǫpcq be an arbitrary ball such that
x P Br`ǫpcq. We will check that Br`ǫpcq X Gptq ‰ H. Two cases will be
distinguished:
1. Let assume that x P Brpcq. Since x P BrpcqXCrpGptqq, BrpcqXGptq ‰
H,
Dy P Gptq XBrpcq.
According to equation (B.9),
Dz P Gptq XBǫpyq.
By construction, z P Br`ǫpcq. Therefore,
Br`ǫpcq XGptq ‰ H.
2. Let assume that x R Brpcq. Taking into account the construction of Dt,
we can guarantee that
Dt ‘ ρt{2B1r0s Ă At Ă CrpGptqq.
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Then, since x P Dt, ǫ ď ρt{2 ă ρt and dpx,Brpcqq ă ǫ,
Dy P Brpcq XBρt{2pxq X CrpGptqq.
Therefore,
Dy P Brpcq X CrpGptqq.
Then,
Dz P Brpcq XGptq.
According to equation (B.9),
Dt P Bǫpzq XGptq.
By construction, t P Br`ǫpcq. Therefore,
Br`ǫpcq XGptq ‰ H.
Similar results to the previous ones are proved in Proposition Appendix B.5
and Lemma Appendix B.6.
Proposition Appendix B.5. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and non-
convex level set. Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random
sample generated by the density function f , let r0ptq be as established in Defi-
nition 2.1 and let X`n ptq be as established in Definition 2.2. Let At be the open
ball of radius ρt centering at ct constructed in Proposicio´n Appendix B.1. Let
r ą 0 verifying r ą r0ptq and ǫ ą 0. It is satisfied that
PpBρt{2pctq Ă Cr`ǫpX
`
n ptqq, eventuallyq “ 1.
In addition, if t ą t with t P rl, us verifying t´ t ď mintmc{2, ǫm{6u then
PpBρt{4pctq Ă Cr`2ǫpX
`
n ptqq, eventuallyq “ 1.
See Proposition Appendix A.3 for details about constant c.
Proof. Remember that for all z P Bγt{2pctq Ă CrpGptqq it is verified that
Brpωq XGptq ‰ H, @ω P Brpzq. (B.10)
It is not restrictive to assume that r` ǫ ă r` γt{2 or, equivalently, ǫ ă γt{2.
The proof is established in three steps:
Step 1: It is necessary to prove that if z P Bγt{2pctq and ω P B γt
2
`rpzq then
Brpωq XGptq ‰ H.
Then, let z P Bγt{2pctq and ω P B γt
2
`rpzq :
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1. If ω P Brpzq, according to equation (B.10), Brpωq XGptq ‰ H.
2. If ω R Brpzq then ω P B γt
2
`rpzqzBrpzq. Let rw, zs be the segment of
extremes w and z and z P rw, zs such that }z´z} “ γt
2
then }ω´z} ă r.
Therefore, z P Bγtpctq Ă CrpGptqq since }z ´ c} ď }z ´ z} ` }z ´ c} ă
γt
2
` γt
2
“ γt. Since z P CrpGptqq, according to equation (B.10),
Brpwq XGptq ‰ H, @w P Brpzq.
Since ω P Brpzq, Brpwq XGptq ‰ H.
Step 2: We will prove that if r`ǫ ă r` γt
2
and z P B γt
2
pctq then BrpwqXGptq ‰
H, @ω P Br`ǫpzq.
If r ` ǫ ă r ` γt
2
and ω P Br`ǫpzq then ω P Br`γt{2pzq and, according to Step
1, Brpωq XGptq ‰ H.
Step 3: It remains to check that if r ` ǫ ă r ` γt{2 then, with probabil-
ity one, there exists n0 P N such that B γt
2
pctq Ă Cr`ǫpX`n ptqq, @n ě n0.
Then, let z P B γt
2
pctq. According to Step 2,
Brpωq XGptq ‰ H, @ω P Br`ǫpzq.
We will prove that, with probability one,
Dn0 P N such that Br`ǫpωq X X`n ptq ‰ H, @ω P Br`ǫpzq and @n ě n0.
Let ω P Br`ǫpzq and s P Brpωq X Gptq. According to Corollary 2.1, with
probability one,
Dn0 P N that does not depend on s and z such that dHpX
`
n ptq, Gptqq ă ǫ, @n ě n0.
Therefore,
Dxn P X
`
n ptq such that }xn ´ s} ă ǫ, @n ě n0.
Then,
}xn ´ ω} ď }xn ´ s} ` }s´ ω} ă r ` ǫ “ r ` ǫ.
Therefore, since Br`ǫpωq X X`n ptq ‰ H for all ω P Br`ǫpzq then
z P Cr`ǫpX`n ptqq, @n ě n0. (B.11)
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Next, we will prove that, for 0 ă t´ t ď mintmc{2, ǫm{6u, it is verified that
PpBγt{4pctq Ă Cr`2ǫpX
`
n ptqq, eventuallyq “ 1.
Therefore, the proof of Proposition Appendix B.5 will be finished. Then, let
assume, without loss of generality, that ǫ ď γt{4. In another case, we could
consider the proof for ǫ ă γt{4 ą 0. It would verify that
Bγt{4pctq Ă Cpr`2ǫqpX
`
n ptqq Ă Cpr`2ǫqpX
`
n ptqq.
In addition, Proposition Appendix A.3 (b) ensures that
Gptq Ă Gptq ‘
2
m
pt´ tqB1r0s.
Since t ´ t ď ǫm{6,
Gptq Ă Gptq ‘
2
m
pt´ tqB1r0s Ă Gptq ‘
ǫ
3
B1r0s.
Corollary 2.1 allows us to prove that, with probability one and for n large
enough,
dHpGptq,X
`
n ptqq ď
ǫ
3
and dHpGptq,X
`
n ptqq ď
ǫ
3
.
Using a triangular inequality, with probability one and for n large enough,
dHpX
`
n ptq,X
`
n ptqq ď ǫ. (B.12)
Then, let z P Bγt{4pctq and let Br`2ǫpxq an arbitrary ball such that z P
Br`2ǫpxq. It will be checked that, with probability one and for n large enough,
Br`2ǫpxq X X`n ptq ‰ H. Two cases will be distinguished:
Case 1: z P Br`ǫpxq. Taking into account equation (B.11), since z P Bγt{4pctq Ă
Cr`ǫpX`n ptqq, with probability one and for n large enough,
Dx`n P Br`ǫpxq X X
`
n ptq. (B.13)
Taking (B.12) into account,
Dx`n P X
`
n ptq such that }x
`
n ´ x
`
n } ă ǫ.
Then, since
}x`n ´ x} ď }x
`
n ´ x
`
n } ` }x
`
n ´ x} ă ǫ` r ` ǫ
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it is verified
x`n P Br`2ǫpxq X X
`
n ptq.
Case 2: z R Br`ǫpxq. Then,
Bγt{4pctq Ă Bγt{2pctq Ă Cr`ǫpX
`
n ptqq.
Remember that z P Bγt{4pctq and dpz, Br`ǫpxqq ă ǫ ă γt{4. Therefore,
Dy P Bγt{4pzq X Cr`ǫpX
`
n ptqq XBr`ǫpxq.
Therefore, with probability one and for n large enough,
Dx`n P X
`
n ptq XBr`ǫpxq.
Taking (B.12) into account,
Dx`n P X
`
n ptq such that }x
`
n ´ x
`
n } ă ǫ.
It is easy to prove that x`n P Br`2ǫpxq.
Lemma Appendix B.6. Let Gptq be a compact, nonempty and nonconvex
level set. Under assumptions (A), (D) and (K), let Xn be a random sample
generated by the density function f and let X´n ptq be as established in Defi-
nition 2.2. Let At be the open ball of radius ρt centering at ct constructed in
Proposition Appendix B.1. Let t ą t with t P rl, us, a ą 1 and a P N fixed.
Then,
PpX´n ptq XBρt{apctq ‰ H, eventuallyq “ 1.
Proof. We will establish the proof in three steps:
Step 1: Given a ą 1, we need to check that
PpXn XBρt{apctq ‰ H, eventuallyq “ 1.
See proof of Lemma Appendix B.3, it is totally analogous. Therefore, with
probability one,
Dn0 P N such that @n ě n0 it is verified that Xn XBρt{apctq ‰ H. (B.14)
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Step 2: According to Step 1, if x P At then fpxq ă t since At X Gptq “ H.
Since t ą t then
fpxq ă t ă t´ pt´ tq{2 for all x P At. (B.15)
According to equation (B.14),
DXi P Xn XBρt{apctq, @n ě n0, .
In addition, it is verified that Bρt{apctq Ă At Ă C, where C is a compact set
established in Proposition Appendix A.1 that ensured that
sup
C
|fn ´ f | “ O
˜ˆ
log n
n
˙p{pd`2pq¸
.
Therefore, and for n large enough,
DN ą 0 such that sup
C
|fn ´ f | ď N
ˆ
logn
n
˙p{pd`2pq
.
If Dn “ N
`
logn
n
˘p{pd`2pq
then limnÑ8Dn “ 0. So, for pt´ tq{4 ą 0,
Dn1 P N tal que Dn ă
t ´ t
4
, @n ě n1.
Since Xi P Bρt{apctq Ă C, with probability one,
|fnpXiq ´ fpXiq| ď sup
C
|fn ´ f | ď Dn ă
t ´ t
4
, @n ě tn0, n1u.
Taking (B.15) into account, for n large,
fnpXiq ď fpXiq`Dn ă fpXiq`
t´ t
4
ă t´
t ´ t
2
`
t´ t
4
“ t´
t ´ t
4
ă t´Dn.
As consequence, for n large enough,
DXi P Xn XBρt{apctq such that Xi P X
´
n ptq.
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